From planning to implementation

**CONSTRUMA exhibition bunch** focuses on the challenges faced by the construction industry, interior decoration and design industry and its possible solutions.

**THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY’S DEVELOPMENT CONTINUES**

“The good years are expected to continue as the construction sector of the HECIA (Hungarian Chamber of Architects)’s index of the business climate during the 2015-2021 period showed the entire national economy of Hungary. This time the index is 12% greater than the base year, which clearly puts it in a safe place in comparison with Western and Eastern European countries.”

“Construction industry production continues to increase in 2020 significantly.”

“From 2020 onward, construction works can be seen on the driving force of the sector’s growth.”

“AEC, or architects, are expected to be the cornerstone of a genuinely smart property, which can particularly improve the quality of properties in smaller communities.”

**THE EFFICIENCY OF THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY MUST BE INCREASED**

“In 2019, the performance of the construction industry continued to improve, with a nominal value of HUF 3.567 bln. All sub-industries showed a significant increase in performance. This growth was achieved by increasing the workforce size, diversified building sectors, focused technological modernisation. Significantly improved performance is expected from the year 2020 on the domestic construction market. Based on the sector’s locally a colossus and performance, the year 2020 can also field a double-digit increase in production value.”

**PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS ON THE EXHIBITION**

“From 2020 onwards, renovation works can serve as the cornerstone of a genuinely smart property, which can particularly improve the quality of properties in smaller communities.”
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**APPLICATION:**

**DISCOUNTED I.**

15 October 2019

**DISCOUNTED II.**

15 January 2020

**MORE INFORMATION:**

www.construma.hu

www.hungexpo.hu
CONSTRUMA HOMEMAKING EXHIBITION BUCH

Over the recent years, the CONSTRUMA assortment of exhibitions has attained a unique and leading position in the Central-Eastern European region. Hungary’s only prominent professional forum which covers the entire spectrum of homemaking, from construction work to interior design and landscaping.

The flagship of the assortment of exhibitions, the greatest domestic professional construction industry event, MOME, has devoted special attention to interior design and landscaping. An internationally known and renowned forum, it has been a venue for consuming construction industry experts or end users involved with construction.

The most professional forum, presenting newsworthy innovations, the first opportunity to test products and the chance to make the most of business opportunities - all this becomes reality after the leading international exhibitions, where the product can be demonstrated to the widest professional visitor and end user audiences. For decades, the CONSTRUMA AWARDS has devoted special attention to professional exhibitors. The exhibition’s theme as well as throughout the entirety of the exhibition. The RENEO renewable energy theme has continuously targeted the professional exhibit community. An internationally known exhibition for the sake of promoting the domestic woodworking industry. The association hosts its annual assembly event - and thus the exhibition itself - every year they offer additional content during the exhibition, involving the National Association of Interior Designers. Numerous key forums. They organize numerous professional events during the entire year, with numerous products debuting on this occasion. The items on display include prototypes, experimental pieces, limited series or individually commissioned furniture, luminaires, interior design accessories and decorative items. Every year, the stand provides opportunities for dozens of designers, both nationally and internationally, engaging sustainable and strong-minded - a key meeting point for the trade alongside the related services.

The Furniture Association provides HomeDesign to be one of its key features. They organize numerous professional events during the exhibition for the sake of promoting and maintaining sustainable and innovative solutions. They provide visitors with a source of information and inspiration, offering them the chance to build a knowledge base and a source of information and inspiration. The stand simultaneously educates, plays a trendsetting role and offers the stand, thus generating a range of new business opportunities. The stand, thus generating a range of new business opportunities. The stand, thus generating a range of new business opportunities.

The stood-up of the assortment of exhibitions, the fair for domestic professional construction industry, has devoted special attention to professionals of creating domestic manufacturers. An internationally known and renowned forum, it has been a venue for consuming construction industry experts or end users involved with construction.
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